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3D Ultrasound: Visualization of Volumetric Data
L. V. Osipov1, N. S. Kulberg1, D. V. Leonov1,2*, and S. P. Morozov1

This article continues a previously published review, “3D ultrasound: Current state, emerging trends and tech
nologies,” which was the first part in a cycle addressing 3D/4D ultrasound technologies. The first part explained
the basic mechanisms for obtaining threedimensional ultrasound images and considered the physical basis,
advantages, and drawbacks associated with the use of transducers and the main methods of volumetric scanning.
The present article describes the capabilities of the stateoftheart diagnostic ultrasound scanners to visualize
3D/4D data.

Introduction
The result of volumetric scanning using any of the
methods described in [1] is that a threedimensional
dataset is formed in the memory of an ultrasound device,
i.e., an image of the region of interest. However, to facil
itate the reading for sonographers the data must be itera
tively converted and displayed on a screen. The goal of the
present article is to outline the main features of the three
dimensional visualization available to the users of state
oftheart diagnostic ultrasound instruments.

Preparatory Measures
Before discussing the visualization methods, we need
to address some of the accessory operations that give
meaning to the scanned images.
During the volumetric scanning, digitized echoes
form a threedimensional set of numbers, each of which
corresponds to some point in the region of interest.
Figure 1a shows a scheme for obtaining a sample image
using the convex mechanical method (mechanical scan
ning plane 2 is rotated by 90° for convenience). If the scan
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data are displayed on the screen as it is, the image will be
strongly distorted (Fig. 1b). We can see that the objects
located closer to the probe are stretched horizontally and
the straight lines become curved. This comes from the
fact that the datasets, consisting of traces of individual
“beams,” are formed in different and sometimes very
exotic curvilinear coordinate systems. Therefore, con
verting the datasets to the Cartesian coordinate system
familiar to the user (i.e., scan conversion [1, 2]) is essen
tial. Interpolation fills the “voids” between the diverging
beams formed in the scan conversion process.
Figure 1b shows image brightness distortion: of the
many objects studied, only the brightest can be distin
guished by the observer. This is due to the physical
reflectance properties of the environment: bright objects
(for example, vessel walls, tendons) reflect ultrasound
hundreds of times more intensely than diffuse reflective
objects (such as the liver parenchyma and the kidneys).
To make these objects distinguishable from each other’s
backgrounds, the brightness range is logarithmically
compressed.
All the actions listed above are common to the visu
alization of two and threedimensional ultrasound.
However, the structure of the threedimensional dataset
presents a significantly more complex computational
task, as is illustrated by a simple calculation. The typical
amount of memory needed for a twodimensional B
mode image in a standard scanner is defined by a matrix
of 512 × 512 pixels with 256 grayscale gradations. The
volume of data for the threedimensional image increases
by no fewer than the factor corresponding to the number
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This confronts investigators with the task of “simpli
fying” the threedimensional dataset to such a state that a
human can perceive it without effort. This is done using
different approaches to representing threedimensional
images on a flat screen. We will consider the main meth
ods in detail.

c

Pseudo Volumetric Representation

Fig. 1. Transformation of coordinates in convex mechanical scan
ning: a) diagram of reflections in a tissueequivalent phantom and
ray acquisition order in the electronic (1) and mechanical (2)
scanning directions; dashed lines show possible ray directions;
b) example of a “raw image” without transformation of coordi
nates to the electronic scanning coordinate and without compres
sion of the brightness range; c) image after transformation of
coordinates.

of image slices obtained (for example, 64). This imposes
strict requirements on the manufacturers of the three
dimensional visualization systems, which in turn increas
es their cost.

The Main Problems in Visualizing 3D Data
Human vision is fundamentally unable to perceive
complete volumetric information. The “volumetric”
images we are familiar with are formed by pairs of flat pic
tures formed on the retinas. We see most of the objects as
the twodimensional surfaces of threedimensional
objects. The socalled volumetric stereoscopic vision
allows us to assess distances to objects but does not allow
us, for example, to see one object behind the other. When
the human eye observes real volumetric data (for exam
ple, superimposition of semitransparent objects), the
background image is often misinterpreted.
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This method relies on the mean values closest to the
natural means of volumetric vision in humans. Special
algorithms allow extraction of object surfaces in three
dimensional datasets when the acoustic characteristics of
the objects are notably different from those of the adja
cent structures and tissues. This leads to the construction
of a pseudo volumetric image of surfaces. For example, in
obstetrics, where the development of 3D ultrasound scan
methods started more than three decades ago [3], the
pseudo volumetric representation can produce images of
the external surfaces of the fetus (Fig. 2a). Such images
allow the clinician to assess developmental anomalies of
the fetal face and body [4, 5]. Noise suppression and
smoothing are widely used to improve visualization qual
ity [6, 7].
Threedimensional information is generally shown
on monitors as twodimensional images, so the investi
gator has to be content with planar images of the volu
metric object. Approaches widely employed in the visual
arts apply in this case to medicine. The software applies
pseudo shadowing to emphasize the threedimensional
image details to a flat image as though surface relief is
highlighted from a particular angle. This technique is
called rendering [8]. The orientation of the surface can be
changed by rotating the object. This method is mostly
used in obstetrics and perinatology for imaging of the
fetus (Fig. 2, ac) [9].
Another technique used to present 3D data on a flat
screen in a meaningful way is called depth colorization
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Fig. 2. Pseudo volumetric and semitransparent visualization: a) fetal face [17]; b) fetus at week 14 [18]; c) the ulna and radius of a fetus; d) sur
face of the mitral valve [10, 19]; e, f) vessels in Doppler energy mode; g, h) semitransparent representations: fetal skeleton (g) and body (h).
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(Fig. 2d). Depth colorization assigns a color to each pixel
depending on its depth. Parts of the surface located close
to the probe are highlighted with lighter tones, such as
yellow. Deeper areas are shown in darker colors, some
times with a gradual transition to light and dark blues. In
echocardiography, depth colorization helps to visualize
the movement of the heart valves [6, 10, 11].
Studies of the vascular bed and blood flow utilize
reconstructed threedimensional images of vessels
(Fig. 2, e and f). Vessels are differentiated based on the
presence of blood flow [1214]. The preparation of three
dimensional images of vessels using Doppler modes
always involves a significant reduction in frame rate.
Toshiba (Japan) has developed a new technology
called virtual endoscopy (Fly Thru©). It visualizes the
inner surfaces of hollow organs and vessels as though they
were observed from the inside [15, 16].

Semitransparent Representation
The semitransparent representation makes some
objects or structures seen through the others (Fig. 2,
g and h). Examples of the modes for semitransparent re
presentation of superficial soft tissues and bony structures
are Xray transparency mode, maximum transparency mode,
crystal view, etc. Studies have shown that these modes
give more complete information about the development
of fetal bony structures and ensure better evaluation of
their outlines, thickness, and mineralization compared to
the standard 2D ultrasound investigation [21, 22].
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umetric and semitransparent modes, though this is far
from true.
The screen representation mode based on multiple
arbitrarily oriented slices of a volumetric object allows the
clinician to single out and use the most informative slice
for analysis (Fig. 3, ac) [23]. Figure 3c shows an exam
ple of a slicebyslice mammogram. The transverse slices
presented here clearly show a hypoechogenic area and an
acoustic shadow, which is indicative of a potentially dan
gerous neoplasm.
Another mode called multislice view shows multiple
slices of tomographic images, mostly of uniform thick
ness [2426]. In perinatology, for example, the examina
tion of a series of slices of the nuchal fold of the fetus
allows measuring the fetal size with greater accuracy
(Fig. 3d) [18].
Significant advantages of the slicebyslice represen
tation over standard twodimensional scanning come
from the ability to select the required slice on retrospec
tive analysis when data collection has already been com
pleted and projections inaccessible to standard two
dimensional scanning can be obtained. The slicebyslice
representation is preferable when a doctor needs to ana
lyze particular slices instead of looking at a complete vol
ume as in the pseudo volumetric representation.
Isometric representation of a threedimensional object
with the ability to make cutouts using the main sections at
different depths or levels combines the convenience of the
pseudo volumetric visualization and the accuracy of the
slicebyslice representation (Fig. 3e).

RealTime Doppler Modes
SlicebySlice Display
The images obtained by these modes resemble the
B scans obtained by conventional twodimensional ultra
sound scanning. This may give a false impression that this
method is a “step backward” compared to the pseudo vol
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Obtaining a 4D dataset by Doppler color mapping is
associated with major difficulties since it is both inten
sively resource and timeconsuming. However, for small
objects, such as the fetal heart or individual heart valves,
the color STIC mode gives useful diagnostic information
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Fig. 3. Slicebyslice representation: a) gallbladder [20]; b) fetal brain [18]; c) breast [27]; d) combined twodimensional slices and pseudo
volumetric reconstruction; e) vessel lumen [18].
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Fig. 4. Realtime imaging of the heart: a) three slices using color
STIC [18]; b) blood flow in nine standard planes [29]; c) segmen
tation of the left ventricle and a plot showing how the segment
crosssections change in size over time.

[28]. By rotating, the dynamic 3D map of blood flow can
be examined from different points of view. Figure 4a shows
three slices of the fetal heart obtained in realtime 4D
mode using color Doppler blood flow mapping. These
images show clear signs of mitral valve failure. The color
STIC mode uses blood flow mapping to study fetal cardiac
hemodynamics and assess developmental anomalies [18].
A new mode was recently developed which analyses
3D echocardiograms and automatically displays nine
standard cardio planes with superimposed dynamic map
of blood flow [29, 30]. The mode is called 5D Fetal Heart
Color [3134]. It starts with fourdimensional STIC data.
The operator sequentially marks orientation points on the
display and then the software automatically shows the
fetal heart in the nine standard planes (Fig. 4b).
Today the threedimensional echocardiography
investigations find ever wider use as the method provides
better diagnostic capabilities [35]. One of the techniques
is based on the processing of 3D/4D data to obtain quan
titative measurements of the heart function, especially the
left ventricle [1, 23]. This task involves a special type of
representation of the heart chambers and a diagnostic
mode for representing the heart operation diagrams
(Fig. 4c).

provide new diagnostic data to experienced clinicians
who operate very effectively with 2D ultrasound scans. At
the same time, these technologies have attracted signifi
cant attention from patients (for example, pregnant
women), as volumetric images are dazzling and easy to
interpret.
The ease of interpreting the 3D/4D ultrasound scan
data (particularly stereoscopic representation of anatomi
cal structures) makes these technologies a perfect tool for
medical training [36, 37]. It is known that, unlike MRI
and CT images, reading twodimensional ultrasound
images is especially challenging for trainees. The use of
threedimensional technologies in training will make it
easier for the trainees to understand the principles of
ultrasound imaging.
Ultrasound is used during surgery to dynamically
assess organs and tissues being operated [38]. CT or MRI
maps of the planned incisions made before the surgery are
compared with ultrasound images obtained during the
procedure. Realtime monitoring is vital, as organs can
be displaced and deformed. 2D ultrasound scanning
serves as the standard for realtime surgical monitoring.
There are studies describing a similar mode of 3D ultra
sound scanning, but the potential of such investigations
remains to be unraveled [3942].
Another potential area of focus involves diagnostics
of mineral inclusions such as kidney stones, microcalcifi
cations of the breast, and other objects, whose density
makes it possible to distinguish them from surrounding
tissues [4347]. The use of volumetric representations
allows 3D ultrasound scanning to produce both addition
al information on the morphology of individual mineral
inclusions and to improve the assessment of the accumu
lation shapes.
One of the barriers to the wider use of 3D/4D ultra
sound scanning is the variety of user interfaces and large
differences in the control element layout between the
manufacturers. A common approach to interface design
will alleviate the need for specialist retraining.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research (Grant No. 170100601).
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